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Overview – Good Tuesday morning! There’s a lot of anticipation and
interest for this week’s PGA golf tournament at Bay Hill with the sudden
resurgence of Tiger Woods. The equity markets are firm this morning and
the U.S. dollar is higher as well. News overnight includes mixed price
action in world equities with eagerness on today’ U.S. inflation data.
Yesterday, the equity markets fought a decent fight, but were unable to
hold on to early gains and finished mixed. The greenback was lower as so
was the 10-year yield.
Trade continues to debate the Trump
administration’s steel and aluminum tariff announcement. The consensus
is that it is not good for the economy, but the fine details and
implementation remain to be seen. It would not surprise us or our mothers
if this is just a negotiation tactic in the longer run. Also on the trade’s radar
are next week’s Fed meetings, which are expected to be accompanied by
another interest rate increase. Orderly rate increases are not a concern to
the market, but disorderly increases due to rising inflation are a concern
and could create volatility. Speaking of adding, last week, the USDA made
some modest adjustments to its 2018 protein forecasts, which we address
today in Speaking of Statistics.

Grains – Grain futures are higher this morning: Nearby corn is up 1, soybean meal is up 2, Minneapolis wheat is up 10,
soybeans are up 21 and soybean oil is up 21. The grain markets battled to start the week, finishing higher almost across the
board. Several soybean meal futures were lower. Minneapolis wheat (think: high-protein spring wheat futures) led the
gainers but were way overdue to do so. Other wheat futures found modest support as key producing states released their
weekly crop ratings. As expected, the ratings remained historically poor, but this is already built into the markets. Crop
challenges elsewhere, particularly in Russia, may be needed for wheat futures to move notably higher from here. But there is
no indication of this yet. Weekly wheat and soybean export inspections met expectations while corn exceeded. Corn futures
have firmed very quietly in recent weeks due to potential South American supply concerns. Last week, the USDA raised its
2017-18 U.S. corn export projection by a noteworthy 175 million bushels. Corn exports are still anticipated to be modestly
less than the previous crop. Nearby corn futures are in breakout territory technically, suggesting underlying strength in the
fundamentals. But this market is due for a short-term correction lower.

Proteins – On Monday the USDA boxed-beef cutouts were mixed: choice lower and select higher. Shipment volume was
light as the mood of a Xavier Musketeers fan. Nearby live-cattle futures were weak. Last week, boxed beef and beef grinds
spot shipments were soft. Forward beef sales improved but still well below prior year levels. Per the USDA, Q2 beef output is
expected to be much larger than Q1 but less than Q3 supplies, which isn’t the norm. Still, strong beef supplies in the coming
weeks should temper seasonal price hikes. Over the last five years, the average move for the choice boxed-beef cutout from
the first week in April through most of May has been 6.3 percent higher. The USDA pork cutout was higher yesterday. Nearby
lean-hog futures were lower. This week’s hog slaughter is expected to be solid, which should support pork supplies. The
USDA is calling Q2 pork output 4.8 percent higher than last year. This should temper seasonal price increases. Since 2013,
the average price move for spareribs during the next three weeks, including this week, has been 4.9 percent higher. The
USDA chicken markets were mostly higher yesterday. Wing prices usually find modest support soon. Since 2013, the
average move for the ARA Chicken Wing Index during the next three weeks, including this week, has been up 2.6 percent.
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Dairy – The dairy-futures markets are mixed this morning – April class III milk is up 1. Monday, CME spot trading was light
as the mood of a Kansas Jayhawks fan: eight cheese barrels, four cheese blocks, and one nonfat dry milk load. Barrels
added $.0025 to $1.500. Blocks declined $.02 to $1.550. Nonfat dry milk increased $.0075 to $.6925. Butter was unchanged
at $2.205. CME class III milk futures were lower. During the next week, colder temperatures are expected in the Midwest,
which could temper milk output in the latter half of this month. Yet milk production will likely still outpace year-ago levels. Until
the international glut of nonfat dry milk and skim milk powder supplies are reconciled, the dairy markets will likely remain
range bound to weaker in the coming weeks. The EU doesn’t seem anxious to cut milk output anytime soon, and margins in
New Zealand tend to be the best compared to other regions. This leaves the United States as a likely candidate to eventually
curb milk output, especially if margins continue to deteriorate. But history hints that modest gains can materialize in the nearterm. Since 2013, the average move for the spot butter market during the next four weeks has been 3.1 percent higher. Over
the last five years, the average move for the cheese block market during the next three weeks has been 3.3 percent higher.

Softs – The soft-futures markets are mixed this morning, with global sugar down 6, cocoa down 10 and coffee up 15.
Yesterday, nearby cocoa futures began the week strong, achieving a new 16-month high. Dryness in West Africa, the world’s
largest cocoa bean region, along with strong international demand for chocolate are pushing prices higher. The quarterly
pivot model suggests that nearby cocoa futures will likely hit the R3 at $2,583 by the end of month.

Energy – Energy futures are mostly higher this morning, with nearby crude oil up 15, gasoline down 37, diesel up 76, and
natural gas up 3. On Monday, nearby natural-gas futures finished 1.9 percent higher and established a new five-week high.
Late-season winter temperatures are
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Speaking of Statistics – The
USDA made some very minor changes
around its 2018 protein-production
forecasts, which, generally, is good
news. This year, U.S. beef, pork, and
chicken output are all predicted to climb
at least 2 (think: The Captain) percent
with beef and pork north of 5 percent.
This is expected to more than outpace
any growth in exports and population,
causing the available per capita supply to
rise by the second biggest amount since
the UConn women won their third NCAA
basketball title in 2002.
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Quarterly Pivot Models –

An achieved Support (S) level suggests a possible bottom is occurring, and an achieved Resistance
(R) level suggests a top could occur. Still, a “discernable” violation of the (S1, S2, S3) hints that lower prices can still materialize, and a
“discernable” violation of the (R1, R2, R3) suggests higher prices can happen. Monitoring price action when on (or near) these key (S and
R) levels is required. Any questions, please email: Jerry.Dalton@americanrestaurantassociation.com or call 941-315-9989.

About the Principal Author: David Maloni is the president and founder of the ARA Group, including American Restaurant Association,
ARA Trading, and ARA Hedging. David has been advising food service clients about commodity markets and contracting since 1996 with
his expertise utilized by thousands of food service companies and numerous media venues, including ABC News, Bloomberg, Forbes
Magazine, CNBC, and USA Today. The Maloni Report is a daily commentary on the commodity markets with contracting suggestions. For
information on subscribing to The Maloni Report, email: info@americanrestaurantassociation.com or call 941-379-2228.
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